Tuesday 1st December 2020
Reading
Knowledge
Task
Watch the video clip and answer your RVI questions.
Retrieval
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26DIABx44Tw
1. What does the girl love her parents to and back from?
2. What floated in the water?
Vocabulary
3. What do you think is meant by ‘silly myth’?
Inference
4. Why does the girl want to get to the moon so
desperately?

Knowledge
L.O: to select the correct conjunction so that the
sentences make sense
Watch the video clip with adult.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8a7qDKL2Yc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z6rvbdm
https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-a-conjunction
Vocabulary

Writing
Task.
1.Fill in the gaps with the correct conjunctions
a. She was malicious ___________she enjoyed making
people cry.
b. ___________ she entered the palace, the people
gasped in fright.
c. This witch was incredibly cruel _______ unbelievably
bitter.
d. This witch disliked children ____she would play cruel
tricks on them.
e) Maleficent disliked chocolate cake
with icing but
loved eating cabbage with cheese.
2. Using these conjunctions, write some sentences

Conjunctions
because but after when and so
describing how Maleficent behaves, and her likes
and dislikes.
Maths

Knowledge
LO to subtract a 2-digit number from a 3-digit number.
 Subtract the ones
 Regroup ones
 Subtract the tens
 Regroup tens
 Subtract the hundreds
 Answer.
Watch the following.
https://vimeo.com/465481885

Task

Topic - Into the woods
Information about feeding garden birds throughout the winter months.
Attracting birds with tasty food, to our school grounds, gardens, high rise apartment and balcony is important throughout the
winter months, as it can be a lifeline for birds. Feeders can be placed anywhere and they don’t need to be purchased from a shop!
You don’t have to use special bird food from the shops you can use what you may already have in your kitchen cupboards. They
will enjoy mixed corn, seeds, unsalted nuts or peanut butter, porridge oats, sultanas, dried fruit and even table scraps like cheese
or boiled potatoes. It is a good idea to put the food in hanging feeders and table feeders somewhere high enough to stop cats
from preying on the birds. Birds also need access to fresh water for bathing and drinking, but try your best to not let it freeze as
the colder weather sets in.
Task
Design a leaflet to persuade Devonshire Junior Academy children to look after the birds this winter and not only attract them to
their own homes, but also to the school grounds.
Persuade them to make bird feeders from recycled materials and to make their own bird food from table scraps and food they
may already have in the cupboards.
Here are some pictures of homemade bird feeders.

Daily mindfulness.

